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Abstract. Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems are increasingly used in
high-stakes domains of our life, increasing the need to explain these de-
cisions and to make sure that they are aligned with how we want the
decision to be made. The field of Explainable AI (XAI) has emerged in
response. However, it faces a significant challenge known as the disagree-
ment problem, where multiple explanations are possible for the same AI
decision or prediction. While the existence of the disagreement problem
is acknowledged, the potential implications associated with this prob-
lem have not yet been widely studied. First, we provide an overview of
the different strategies explanation providers could deploy to adapt the
returned explanation to their benefit. We make a distinction between
strategies that attack the machine learning model or underlying data to
influence the explanations, and strategies that leverage the explanation
phase directly. Next, we analyse several objectives and concrete scenarios
the providers could have to engage in this behavior, and the potential
dangerous consequences this manipulative behavior could have on soci-
ety. We emphasize that it is crucial to investigate this issue now, before
these methods are widely implemented, and propose some mitigation
strategies.
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1 Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is used in more and more high-stakes domains of our
life such as justice [7], healthcare [11], and finance [30], increasing the need to
explain these decisions and to make sure that they are aligned with how we want
the decision to be made. However, the complexity of many AI systems makes
them challenging to comprehend, posing a significant barrier to their imple-
mentation and oversight [4, 43]. Legislative initiatives, including the EU General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), have recognized the ‘right for explana-
tion’ for individuals affected by algorithmic-decision making, emphasizing the
legal necessity of explainability [20]. In response, the field of Explainable Artifi-
cial Intelligence (XAI) has emerged, aimed at developing methods for explaining
the decision-making processes of AI models [1, 25, 51].
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Nevertheless, the landscape of post-hoc explanations is diverse, and each
method can yield a different explanation. Furthermore, even within a single
explanation method, multiple explanations can be generated for the same in-
stance or decision. This phenomenon, known as the disagreement problem, has
been studied in literature [10, 26, 38, 42]. While the existence of the disagree-
ment problem is acknowledged, the potential implications of this problem have
not yet been extensively explored. Barocas et al. [6] already mention that the
power to choose which explanation to return, leaves the providers with signifi-
cant room to promote their own welfare. Aivodji et al. [2] discuss the possibility
of fairwashing, where discriminatory practices can be hidden by selecting the
right explanations, while Bordt et al. [8] argue that post-hoc explanations fail
to achieve their purpose in adversarial contexts. However, an overview of poten-
tial misuses by the explanation provider is still missing from the literature, and
we believe it is imperative to study the implications now, before explainability
methods are implemented on a wide scale. The main contributions of this paper
are:

– Providing a comprehensive framework that outlines the different strategies
that could be employed by malicious entities to manipulate the explanations.

– An overview of the different objectives these actors could have to engage in
this behavior, and the potential implications.

This paper is structured as follows: We introduce the field of Explainable AI
and the disagreement problem in Sections 2 and 3. In Section 4, we explore
various strategies that providers could employ to manipulate the explanations
according to their preferences. Additionally, in Section 5, we present specific
objectives and scenarios that may drive providers to engage in such behavior.
Finally, in Section 6, we offer discussion and potential solutions to address this.

2 Explainable AI

Within the field of Artificial Intelligence, providing insights into the decision-
making process is crucial for various reasons. First, it establishes trust and com-
pliance with stakeholders, as they can understand and validate the reasoning
behind the model’s output. Secondly, it enables improved domain insights, al-
lowing practitioners and users to gain a deeper understanding of the problem
space and uncover valuable knowledge. Lastly, insights derived from explanations
can lead to model improvement, aiding in the optimization of AI systems [36,
51].

To reach these goals, various methods to achieve comprehensibility in AI
models have been proposed. In general, there are two main approaches commonly
used: inherently transparent models and post-hoc explanations. Inherently trans-
parent models, such as small decision trees, are comprehensible by nature due to
their simple structure, without the need for additional explanations [36]. How-
ever, in many real-world scenarios, data is becoming increasingly complex and
black-box models are used due to their superior predictive performance [19].
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These models lack inherent interpretability, and post-hoc explanations are used
to provide insights into their decision-making process. This field of research is
commonly known as Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI).

Within XAI, a distinction can be made between global and local explana-
tions. Global explanations aim to provide an understanding of the model’s logic
as a whole, allowing users to follow the reasoning that leads to every possible out-
come. Techniques such as rule extraction [32] and Partial Dependence plots [14]
fall under this category. On the other hand, local post-hoc explanations focus on
explaining the logic behind a specific prediction or decision made by the model.
Methods like SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations) [31] and LIME (Local
Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations) [41] are examples of post-hoc ex-
planation that measure the impact of each feature for a given prediction score
(feature importance methods). Another local technique, known as counterfactual
explanations, describes a combination of feature changes required to alter the
predicted class [33, 50, 23]. While this paper predominantly uses counterfactual
explanations as an example, the findings and discussion presented are applicable
to other post-hoc explanation techniques as well. At the moment, we do not
see manipulation issues for inherently transparent models but this would be an
interesting avenue for future research [8].

In line with Greene et al. [21], we define an explanation recipient as a per-
son who requests an explanation for an automated decision, and an explanation
provider as the entity who provides the algorithmic explanations to the recipient.
For example, in the domain of finance, the explanation provider could be a bank,
and the explanation recipient a loan applicant; while in the domain of employ-
ment the explanation recipient would be the job applicant, and the explanation
provider the hiring agency [21]. Not all scenarios described in Section 5 assume
that there is one actual recipient; the explanation provider can also provide ex-
planations of the model to the public proactively or to comply with regulatory
requirements.

3 The Disagreement Problem

A known issue within Explainable AI is that the results of different explanation
techniques do not always agree with each other. Even one explanation technique
can generate many different explanations for one instance, which is known as the
disagreement problem [26, 38, 42]. One of the reasons behind the disagreement
problem is that a ‘true internal reason’ why the machine learning model comes
to a certain decision, generally does not exist [8]. For example, for feature im-
portance methods such as SHAP and LIME, there is no mathematically unique
way to determine the importance of each feature to the decision of a black-box
function [8, 48]. As a consequence, all feature importance methods rely on their
own assumptions to approximate this [8, 48]. For counterfactual explanations,
this issue also exists as the optimization problem to create the explanations can
be set up in a different way in every implementation. Even a single counterfac-
tual explanation method could lead to a large number of explanations, as the
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Sex Age
Residence

time
Home
status

Occupation
Job

status
Employment

time
Other

investments
Bank

account
Time

at bank
Liability

Account
reference

Housing
expense

Savings
account

Instance 2 16 22 1 2 6 7 0 0 0 0 1 1 125

CBR 2 16 0.25 1 2 6 7 0 1 0 0 1 1 125
DiCE 2 16 22 1 2 6 7 24 0 0 0 1 1 125
GeCo
NICE(none) 2 34 0 3 3 10 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 136
NICE(plaus) 2 34 0 3 3 6 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 136
NICE(prox) 2 34 0 1 2 10 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 136
NICE(sparse) 2 16 0 1 2 10 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 136
SEDC 2 16 22 1 2 6 7 0 1 0 0 1 1 125
WIT 1 278 8 2 1 5 1 6.5 1 1 6 0 0 102

Table 1: Illustration of the disagreement problem for an instance of the Aus-
tralian Credit dataset.

choice of parameters (such as the distance metric) has an influence on the ex-
planations that are returned first [18]. The diversity of multiple counterfactual
explanations, generated by the same counterfactual algorithm is also known as
the Rashomon effect [36].3

Other authors already showed the level of disagreement between different
post-hoc explanation techniques: Roy et al. [42] show disagreement between
LIME and SHAP explanations, Brughmans et al. [10] illustrate this for dif-
ferent counterfactual explanation algorithms, and Bordt et al. [8] demonstrate
the disagreement between SHAP, LIME, and counterfactual explanations. We il-
lustrate the disagreement problem between different counterfactual explanation
algorithms for one specific instance with an example in Table 1, in line with
Brughmans et al. [10]. This table demonstrates the disagreement problem for
one instance from the Australian credit dataset, where the target variable indi-
cates whether a person should be granted a loan or not. The depicted instance
was not awarded credit and asks for a counterfactual explanation to know which
features to change to receive a positive credit decision. Table 1 shows the expla-
nations returned by 10 different counterfactual algorithms, which vary widely. 4

This example illustrates that every feature can be included in the explanation by
switching between explanation algorithms. Brughmans et al. [10] verify this for
multiple datasets and classifiers, and establish the feasibility of both including
and excluding specific features across different scenarios. Note that the poten-
tial for manipulation of explanations extends beyond switching between different
counterfactual explanation algorithms. In Section 4, alternative strategies that
can be employed for manipulation are explored. Currently, a consensus on how
to resolve this ambiguity has not yet been reached. Research indicates that most
developers rely on arbitrary heuristics, such as personal preferences, to choose
the final explanation [26].

3 The Rashomon effect means that an event can be explained by multiple causes, and
is named after a Japanese movie that tells multiple (contradictory) stories about the
death of a samurai [36].

4 The counterfactual algorithm GeCo was not able to find a counterfactual explanation
for the given instance.
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This plurality is not necessarily a bad thing. Bordt et al. [8] distinguish be-
tween a cooperative and an adversarial context. In cooperative contexts, where
stakeholders have the same goal, this plurality can be beneficial as it is expected
that the explanation provider will choose the explanation that is in both parties’
best interest. For example, when data scientists are debugging a model for their
own company, this plurality of explanations can be useful. However, in adver-
sarial contexts, the interests of the explanation provider and the data subject
are not necessarily aligned, and the explanation providers will be incentivized
to choose the explanation that best fits their own interests. An example of such
an adversarial context is a loan application where the customer was denied the
loan and wants to flag the decision as being discriminatory [8]. In this case, the
bank might want to conceal this discriminatory practice by returning a differ-
ent explanation. This phenomenon is known as fairwashing, and has received
significant attention [2]. While fairwashing is the most extensively studied ob-
jective, we will explore additional scenarios for misuse in adversarial contexts in
Section 5. However, even in adversarial contexts, this plurality can be used in
a positive way. For example, Bove et al. [9] do mention that in settings such as
loan applications, the plurality of explanations can benefit the user if they are
provided with multiple explanations.

4 Manipulation Strategies: How can explanation
providers exploit the disagreement problem?

The manipulation of explanations by explanation providers is not limited to the
mentioned example of switching between explanation algorithms, but can occur
at various stages throughout the pipeline, as depicted in Figure 1. We specifically
focus on the manipulation that takes place in the post-processing stage, where
the explanations are generated, as we imagine that the explanation provider
may not always possess the authority to modify the machine learning model
or underlying data (the explanation provider is not necessarily the same entity
as the model owner). Nevertheless, it is important to note that manipulations
directly to the data or model are still feasible, and we discuss some relevant
literature exploring this below.

Manipulating the training data to result in different explanations, is related
to the area of data poisoning attacks. Data poisoning attacks usually involve
injecting manipulated data into the training set to compromise the performance
of the machine learning model, and while the main focus in literature is on
model behavior, its goal might also be manipulating the explanations. Baniecki
et al. [5] illustrate that it is possible to attack Partial Dependence plots by
poisoning the training data. Bordt et al. [8] highlight the important role of the
reference dataset, and show how changing this set influences the resulting SHAP
explanations. With regard to changing the model, Slack et al. [47] demonstrate
the possibility of modifying biased classifiers in such a way that they continue to
yield biased predictions, while the explanations generated by LIME and SHAP
will appear harmless. Other authors show the possibility of fine-tuning a neural
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TRAINING DATA MODEL TEST DATA

EXPLANATION 
TECHNIQUE 1

EXPLANATION 
TECHNIQUE 2

EXPLANATION 
TECHNIQUE N

𝐻𝑃𝑛

𝐻𝑃2

𝐻𝑃1

…

› EXPLANATION 1
› EXPLANATION 2
› EXPLANATION 3
› …
› EXPLANATION N

POST PROCESSING STAGE

STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3

…

Fig. 1: Strategies the explanation providers could deploy to manipulate the ex-
planations

network to conceal discrimination in the model explanations [12, 24]. Finally, in
the domain of images, Dombrowski et al. [13] present evidence showcasing the
manipulation of explanations through the application of nearly imperceptible
perturbations to visual inputs. In this case, the test data, for which the prediction
needs to be explained, is altered. These perturbations would not change the
output of the machine learning model, but could result in drastic changes in
the explanation map. 5 Additionally, Slack et al. [46] focus on modifying both
the model and the test data, such that slight perturbations to the input data
can lead to more cost-effective recourse for specific subgroups, while giving the
impression of fairness to auditors.

As mentioned, we focus on strategies to alter the explanation in the post-
processing stage, without making any alterations to the used data or the un-
derlying machine learning model. We foresee three main strategies the providers
could deploy in this stage:

1. Change the explanation technique
Many different post-hoc explanation techniques exist, both local and global,
as outlined in Section 2. Consequently, a first evident strategy entails switch-
ing to a different explanation technique. For example, when the surrogate
model reveals patterns the explanation provider wants to conceal, he might
switch to using Partial Dependence plots as an alternative if these patterns
do not manifest clearly in those plots. However, on a local level, using differ-
ent explanation techniques between instances may attract greater attention
than the strategies described below, as the output could have a significantly

5 One could argue that altering the test data in an imperceptible way will be mostly
applicable to image data, as in tabular data these changes may be more noticeable.
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different format (e.g., feature importance plot versus a counterfactual expla-
nation).

2. Change the parameters or used implementation of an explanation
technique
Even within a single explanation algorithm, significant leeway exists for ma-
nipulating the explanations, contingent upon the selected parameter config-
urations. For example, LIME explanations depend on the number of per-
turbed instances and the bandwidth [8, 16], while for Shapley values, there
is a multitude of ways to implement them and each operationalization yields
significantly different results [48]. Global methods, such as surrogate model-
ing, are heavily influenced by the choice of architectural design (e.g., linear
models, decision trees, etc.) and the complexity of the surrogate model. In
the case of counterfactual explanations, as shown in Table 1, the used imple-
mentation exerts a substantial influence on the returned explanations, with
the number of potential implementations proliferating at a rapid pace. Ad-
ditionally, even within one counterfactual algorithm, there often exist many
modifiable parameters that influence the results.

3. Exploit the non-deterministic component of some explanation al-
gorithms
Some explanation algorithms such as DICE [37] inherently provide mul-
tiple possible explanations for one instance. In such cases, the explanation
provider can simply select an explanation from the available options without
requiring any modifications. Furthermore, certain explanation algorithms are
not designed in a deterministic way and may return different explanations
across runs. For example, when using LIME, the randomness introduced
during the sampling and perturbation process can lead to variations in the
generated explanations for each execution [29, 52]. Additionally, Mazzine et
al. [40] show that multiple counterfactual algorithms do not generate con-
sistent results over multiple runs, when the same model, input data and
parameters are used. In this scenario, the explanation providers can repeat-
edly execute the explanation algorithm until an explanation that aligns with
their preferences is returned.

In the scenario we describe, we assume explanation providers deliberately
choose the explanation out of all the possible explanations that best aligns with
their interests. The returned explanation will still be technically correct, it will
just not necessarily be the explanation that will be in the best interest of the user.
It is important to note that we are not referring to situations where explanations
chosen by the explanation provider are not in the best interest of the user ‘by
accident’ due to differences in knowledge background or a lack of awareness of
the user’s preferences [9, 17]. Instead, we are concerned with cases where the
explanation provider knowingly opts for an explanation that serves their own
agenda, despite knowing that it may not be the optimal explanation for the end
user. Note that in described strategies, the providers maintain a partial ethical
stance by delivering explanations that retain technical correctness. However,
providers have the potential to further exploit the situation by offering spam
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explanations, containing superfluous features [21], or by deliberately presenting
entirely false explanations that are fabricated. The complexity of the pipeline
depicted in Figure 1 demonstrates the extensive potential for manipulation and,
consequently, the fragility of explanations.

5 Manipulation Objectives: Why would explanation
providers want to exploit the disagreement problem?

Which objectives could the providers have to engage in this behavior? We outline
them in Figure 2, and discuss various scenarios for each objective in the sub-
sections below. At the moment, we see mitigating liability, implementing their
beliefs and maximizing their profits as the main objectives. This list may not
be exhaustive yet as technology is constantly evolving and new objectives may
emerge.

LEVERAGING THE DISAGREEMENT PROBLEM

IMPLEMENT BELIEFSMITIGATE LIABILITY INCREASE PROFIT

› Computational propaganda

› Avoid undesired applicants

› Fairwashing

› Blame avoidance

› Advertising

› Highlight profit-maximizing explanations

› Engage users

Fig. 2: Main objectives to leverage the disagreement problem

5.1 Mitigate liability

The model could be unethical or suboptimal in several ways and model explana-
tions could reveal this. Explanation providers could manipulate the explanations
to avoid these issues coming to light.

Fairwashing The first, and most studied, reason for explanation providers to
engage in this behavior, is fairwashing [2, 3, 44]. Fairwashing is defined as ‘pro-
moting the false perception that a machine learning model used by the company
is fair while this might not be so’ [2]. In a fairwashing attack, the explanation
provider will manipulate the explanations to under report the unfairness of the
machine learning model. This has a significant impact on the individuals that
received a negative decision based on unfair grounds, as this will deprive them of
the possibility to contest it [3]. The relative easiness with which fairwashing can
be executed has already been shown in the literature. [3, 44]. Imagine a bank that
decides it prefers people from a certain demographic group, and predominantly
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gives out loans to this group (without a justified reason to do so). It could easily
mask this behavior by choosing a different explanation. For example, instead
of returning the explanation ‘If you would have belonged to a different demo-
graphic group, you would have received the loan’, it could return as explanation
‘If your income would be double as high, you would have received the loan’, even
if the latter explanation is less plausible. Some counterfactual algorithms such
as DICE [37] even have as an input parameter the features that can be part
of the explanation, so if sensitive features such as demographic attributes are
removed from this list, counterfactual explanations will never flag discrimina-
tion. We use counterfactual explanations as illustration here, but this objective
extends to other explanation techniques as well. All the mentioned techniques in
Section 2 have the potential to reveal bias within a model (for example a feature
importance ranking where the sensitive attribute has a very high score). This
misleading practice undermines the core principles of algorithmic fairness and
hampers efforts towards achieving equitable and just outcomes.

Blame avoidance Explanation providers can also take advantage of the plu-
rality of explanations to shift blame or evade responsibility for controversial or
erroneous decisions made by Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems. Nissembaum et
al. [39] already mention that placing accountability in a computerized system
can be a very obscure process due to the ‘problem of many hands’ (many actors
and factors contribute to the process, and is not clear which factor ultimately
led to the decision). This issue is reflected in the explanations, where different
explanations can point to different actors or circumstances. For example, in the
case of autonomous vehicles, AI systems make critical decisions that impact
passenger safety. Malicious model owners, such as manufacturers or operators,
may downplay system failures or accidents caused by their vehicles. They could
selectively present an explanation that attributes the fault to external factors
or human error, and as such divert attention from potential design flaws or in-
adequate safety measures. Similarly, in the field of healthcare, this exploitative
behavior can manifest when mistakes by surgeons or flaws in operating ma-
chines are concealed to avoid accountability. Explanation providers, which could
include medical professionals, institutions, or even the manufacturers of medical
devices, may withhold or manipulate explanations to protect their reputations
or evade legal consequences. Such practices can have severe consequences, as
critical flaws in life-critical systems may go unnoticed, posing a threat to the
safety and well-being of future users. These actions not only endanger lives but
also run contrary to our ethical values. Placing the entire blame on parties that
are only partially responsible for an incident contradicts the principles of fairness
and accountability. The appropriate distribution of responsibility is crucial for
ensuring that the errors are properly addressed and the necessary improvements
are made.
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5.2 Implement beliefs

Explanation providers may use the explanations to promote their belief system,
either by influencing people through propaganda or by excluding applicants that
they deem unworthy, despite the machine learning model not sharing this per-
spective.

Computational propaganda The power to choose an explanation that best
fits its interest, can be used to exert an influence on the public opinion. Propa-
ganda itself is defined as ‘the expression of opinion or action by individuals or
groups deliberately designed to influence opinion or actions of other individuals
or groups with reference to predetermined ends’, while computational propa-
ganda is defined as ‘propaganda created or disseminated using computational
(technical) means’ [34]. Note that propaganda does not necessarily have to lie;
it could simply cherry-pick the facts, which is exactly the option explanation
providers have to their disposal [34]. By selectively presenting explanations that
align with their preferred ideology or desired narrative, explanation providers can
amplify certain perspectives while downplaying or ignoring others. For example,
in the realm of political campaigns, AI systems are used to analyze public senti-
ment, create targeted messaging, and influence voter behavior. Imagine an entity
with access to an AI model that predicts the likelihood of successful integration
for immigrants based on various factors like employment, language proficiency,
and government support. The entity firmly believes in the principle of stricter
requirements for immigrants, and they could selectively highlight specific fac-
tors such as language proficiency or employment history, while downplaying or
omitting other important factors such as government support and community
involvement. By presenting the AI model’s predictions as mainly being driven by
these selected factors, they could frame the narrative that successful integration
is mainly due to language proficiency, and engaging in employment. The goal
is to shape public opinion regarding immigration policy and generate support
for stricter language and employment requirements for immigrants. Evidently,
machine learning models cannot perfectly mimic the actual world, so even if a
machine learning model could be perfectly explained, such an explanation would
not constitute a perfect explanation of the real world. However, the concern here
lies in the fact that people may still perceive machine-generated explanations as
accurate depictions of the actual world, and consequently, the cherry-picked ex-
planations have the potential to influence and shape their understanding of the
world at large. Additionally, if the power to generate the explanations would be
in the hands of a few actors, they would have the potential to wield significant
influence over a large number of people. In this context, the manipulation of
explanations can have far-reaching consequences for public opinion and demo-
cratic decision-making. It undermines the principles of transparency and a fair
exchange of ideas, and could promote the spread of misinformation.

Avoid undesired applicants In this scenario, the explanation provider, who
is using a machine learning model, has the ability to engage in discriminatory
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practices without directly manipulating the model itself. Instead, they alter the
quality of the explanations given to certain population groups, thereby introduc-
ing discrimination. In algorithmic decision-making, explanations are often pro-
vided to users (the explanation recipients) to help them understand the factors
that influenced the decision and potentially take corrective actions (algorithmic
recourse). Counterfactual explanations are most often used here, as they guide
users in modifying their input data to achieve a desired outcome.

In this case, the explanation provider treats different population groups un-
equally by manipulating the quality of the explanations provided to them. The
preferred population group is given explanations that are concise, actionable,
and easily implementable. For example, they might receive suggestions such as
adjusting the loan amount slightly or making small changes to their reported in-
come. These explanations empower the preferred group to take specific actions
that could potentially improve their chances of receiving a positive outcome.
On the other hand, the disadvantaged demographic group is given explanations
of lower quality. These explanations are designed to be difficult or even impos-
sible to act on. They might involve suggesting large changes to their income
or modifying their age, which are factors that applicants typically have limited
or no control over. By providing such explanations, the explanation provider
creates a significant imbalance in the recourse options available to different pop-
ulation groups. These population groups are not solely confined to traditionally
protected characteristics such as race or gender. They can extend to any char-
acteristic that the explanation provider deems undesirable. For example, in the
hiring domain, the hiring company (and explanation provider) may deliberately
offer lower-quality explanations to older individuals or individuals with certain
health conditions, as they perceive them as less desirable for future employment.
For some cases, this could also lead to an increase in profit which shows that the
multiple objectives can be pursued in parallel and may not always require mu-
tual exclusion. Note that the discriminatory practices described in this scenario
are not related to the machine learning model itself, but to the post-processing
stage where explanations are generated and shared with applicants. This issue is
related to fairness in algorithmic recourse, where fairness is assessed by measur-
ing the distance between the factual and the counterfactual instance [27, 45], and
highlights the need for fairness assessments not only during the modeling stage
but throughout the entire decision-making pipeline, including the provision of
explanations.

5.3 Increase profit

Explanation providers might feel incentivized to capitalize on the explanations.
They could return the explanation that would be the most profitable for them,
and for this we envisage several scenarios.

Advertising One possibility discussed in previous work, is the integration of al-
gorithmic explanations with advertising opportunities, creating an ‘explanation
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platform’ where advertisements are served alongside the explanation [21]. An
example of this could be, that during a job application you receive the follow-
ing explanation: ‘If your CV would have included Python, you would have been
invited for the next round ’. This explanation would then be accompanied by an
advertisement for an online Python course, which would be a convenient solution
for users to reach their goal [21]. This approach allows the explanation provider
to select the explanations that have the potential to generate the highest revenue
in the advertising market.

Highlight profit-maximizing explanations However, monetization avenues
can go beyond advertising. Explanation providers can also exploit the plurality
of explanations to direct users towards actions that would maximize their own
profits directly. This is related to the advertising scenario, but in this case the
actions of the decision subject would directly lead to an increase in profit for
the provider. For example, in the domain of healthcare diagnostics, AI systems
are increasingly used for the identification of diseases and treatment recommen-
dations. Malicious explanation providers, such as healthcare providers or in-
surance companies, may strategically choose explanations that prioritize certain
measures or specific treatments. In this context, the goals of healthcare providers
and insurance companies may diverge. Healthcare providers may have incentives
to promote more expensive treatments, while insurance companies may prefer
cost-saving measures and cheaper treatment options. However, by favoring ex-
planations that are not necessarily the best or most appropriate, these providers
can exert influence over medical decisions and potentially compromise patient
care. This scenario could also happen in other domains than healthcare: for ex-
ample, in the realm of credit scoring, AI systems are employed to evaluate an
individual’s creditworthiness. Barocas et al. [6] already mention that decisions
(and therefore explanations) in this scenario are not simply binary. The provider
gives the decision subject a counterfactual that results in a specific interest rate,
and as such it can choose the interest rate that is likely to maximize its profit [6].

Engage users In line with Computational Propaganda, discussed in Section 5.2,
providers could also choose to return the explanations that reinforce the ide-
ologies of the data subject itself. In this case, the explanation provider would
be a platform, and the goal would be to maximize the revenues of the plat-
form by keeping users as engaged and satisfied as possible (for many platforms
daily/monthly active users is an important objective in their financial reports).
An example of an explanation in this case, could be the same as in the sce-
nario of propaganda, but in this case different society groups would receive very
different explanations, depending on their beliefs. It is known that presenting
them with content and information that is likely to resonate with their interests
is a way to achieve this (in line with filter bubbles in content recommendation
systems). However, this could lead to different groups in society receiving vastly
different explanations for the same phenomenon, and consequently to epistemic
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fragmentation [35].6 By reinforcing filter bubbles and echo chambers, these plat-
forms exacerbate polarization and hinder constructive dialogue between different
groups in society.

Introducing a profit motive into the generation of explanations at all seems
contradictory to the initial goals of Explainable AI. An explanation recipient
should not have to wonder whether the selected explanation was chosen for
its profit-making potential rather than for its ability to accurately explain the
situation [21].

6 Discussion

The examples discussed in Section 5 shed light on potential ethical concerns, even
though they may not necessarily involve illegal activities. In these scenarios, the
generated explanations remain factually correct but are selectively hand-picked
by the explanation provider to serve their own interests. At the moment, this
process is completely unregulated, but could have very serious consequences, as
outlined in the scenarios above.

In these scenarios, we assumed the explanation providers had malicious in-
centives, but obviously, this will not always be the case. In fact, some providers
may be motivated to manipulate the explanations for the social good. For ex-
ample, they might explicitly avoid providing explanations that reinforce biased
stereotypes, in an attempt to promote fairness and equity. Nevertheless, even
though their motives might be aligned with societal goals, it remains question-
able whether unregulated entities without the required authority should have
the power to make this call.

As we are at the forefront of the XAI revolution, it is crucial to address this
issue now, before these methodologies are implemented on an even wider scale.
Currently, a substantial portion of AI power is concentrated among a few tech
giants. If we also grant them the authority to control the explanations gener-
ated by AI models, they would possess yet another means to exert significant
influence over society. To mitigate this concentration and potential misuse of
power, it becomes imperative for government institutions to collaborate and es-
tablish agreed-upon standards and tools for XAI. In particular, in adversarial
contexts where interests may clash, it should not be left solely to the explanation
providers to create and choose the explanations. Instead, we argue that govern-
ments and policy makers should take the matter into their own hands, and agree
on a framework that should be used as soon as possible. The key question here
is “What should be the process to make this decision, and what tools are needed
to support this process?”. Academic researchers should help in answering this
question by proposing a set of tools that can be used, and by promoting the
transparency of digital platforms in their whole process [22]. Similar to the no

6 Epistemic fragmentation refers to the tendency for different people to have different
sources of knowledge and different, often conflicting, understandings
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free lunch theorem, that indicates that there is no algorithm that always outper-
forms all others, there likely will also not be an universally superior explanation
method. An agreement on which method to use in which scenario should be
established, and this should be done democratically by allowing those affected
by XAI to voice their opinion [28, 49], in line with the ‘democratic principles
of affected interests’ [15]. To ensure adherence to ethical values, we also foresee
that it would be mandatory to have external auditors conducting audits of AI
systems, explanations, and decision-making processes. These auditors should be
independent entities without a vested interest in the outcomes, similar to how
audits are conducted in other industries.

It will take some time to reach a global consensus on the procedures that
should be used, and therefore as a short-term solution, regulation should de-
mand full transparency in the used explainability method, and settings. This
would not remove all potential for manipulation, but would remove some flex-
ibility for the explanation providers to change this continuously. In high-stakes
contexts, where transparency is of paramount importance, we argue that the
the use of white-box models needs more attention [19], given the manipulation
risks surrounding explanations. To conclude, we believe that implementing these
measures can ensure that AI systems are developed and deployed in a manner
that aligns with societal values, and foster a more transparent and ethical XAI
ecosystem.
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